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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Take This Job and Love It
I have some terrific news to share with you
about the latest service we have to help our
member auctions with their employment
efforts, but first I want to introduce you to
Caysie Payne. She’s one of the more than
230 great people I’m fortunate to have on my
Akron Auto Auction team.
Caysie came to us six years ago with
a degree in psychology. (Apparently she
was told work at an auto auction would be
fascinating for someone interested in the
study of the mind and human behavior!)
Starting as a floater learning all the office
positions to cover vacations and sick days,
she quickly became a sales rep. Now several
years later she’s director of our human
resources department and office manager.
When asked what she likes most about
working at an auto auction, Caysie had this
to say:
“I’ve never observed another industry quite
like it. The auction world is its own strange,
beautiful, organized chaos that grips you and
sucks you in and doesn’t let go. The crazy,
rhythmic flow of each week and sale creates
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an addiction unlike any other. It is insane —
but I love it!”
Wow. I couldn’t have said it better myself.
I believe vehicle remarketing is the greatest
industry in the world. I’m proud to be part
of it and want to encourage anyone who is
looking for a wonderful career — especially
younger people — to join the staff of an auto
auction.
That’s why I’m excited about NAAA’s
newest service, AutoAuctionJobs.com.
Launched last month, this website can help
job seekers connect with member auctions
that have jobs to fill.
It’s a marvelous online resource where
people can read descriptions of the types of
jobs at auto auctions and complete a general
application or submit their own resume. A
full-time Auto Auction Jobs representative,
contracted by NAAA from CARS Recon
recruitment services, is available to help
applicants explore what they’d like to do
or where they want to work, plus match
qualified candidates with potential auction
employers who have positions available.

CHAD BAILEY
NAAA PRESIDENT

AutoAuctionJobs.com also offers a chat
feature, industry news and links to auto
auction employment web pages. It’s a work in
progress, so we’ll always be refining it to best
meet the needs of the site’s users.
Initially developed to help address the
technician shortage, this website is a useful
tool in hiring good folks for any position you
may have open at your auction, whether you
need mechanics, vehicle inspectors, and
condition report writers, or lot managers,
detailers, and drivers.
So I encourage you to check it out — and let
anyone who may be considering a job in the
automotive field that AutoAuctionJobs.com
is where his or her great career begins. And
just like Caysie, I’ll bet if they take a job at an
auction, they’ll love it too!

WWW.NAAA.COM

WWW.NAAA.COM
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SAFETY FIRST

COLLABORATION
PROVES KEY TO
PRODUCTIVE
NAAA SAFETY
SUMMIT
Safety experts and industry leaders met with
75 attendees for two days of exchanging
solutions and developing new approaches to
ensure safer auctions during the third Safety
Summit hosted by the National Auto Auction
Association in February.
Held in Dallas, Texas, exclusively for NAAA
members, the participants shared safety
practices that are working at their facilities, with
recommendations ranging from registering
temporary drivers to screening out vehicles that
could pose a risk if driven through the lanes.
Another key idea was a simple one —
empower employees to make the decision
when vehicles are unsafe to drive.
Other reported best practices included
ADESA auctions’ routine showing of
the “Lane Safety” video from the safety
certification instructional series each week
before their sales begin, and Manheim’s
“Take 2 for Safety” program that requires
employees spend two minutes reviewing
safety procedures prior to doing a job or focus

Safety Summit Attendees

on safety issues before conducting a meeting.
Along those lines, it was suggested that short
segments could be taken from all the videos to
produce a single “refresher” reel focusing on the
most important aspects of workplace safety that
auctions could regularly air at their facilities.
In addition, there was some discussion on
safety training for customers to help dealers
comply with the industry’s efforts to make
auctions a safer place to work and do business.
During the meeting, Manheim announced
that its 18,000 auction employees had become
safety certified by completing NAAA’s free,
online safety training course. The company
also noted that it not only requires staff to wear
fluorescent vests, but encourages all customers
and guests to don the safety gear when in the
lanes or on the lot.
Further highlights included a session to help
member auctions understand and comply with
OSHA requirements, a review of current safety
challenges and guidelines, and a proposal to
present simulations to demonstrate proper

responses to an active shooter, accident, toxic
hazard and health emergency situations at
future NAAA conventions.
Jim Hallett, KAR Auction Services chief
executive officer, Grace Huang, president of Cox
Automotive Inventory and Solutions, and Patrick
Brennan, senior vice president of Inventory
Solutions, Marketplace for Cox Automotive,
welcomed attendees via video messages. (Watch
them online at naaa.com.) Jim Smith, regional
leader of loss control and safety services for
Arthur J. Gallagher Risk Management Services,
delivered remarks as the dinner speaker.
“The summit once again proved productive
in promoting greater safety awareness and
accident prevention ideas,” noted NAAA
Chief Executive Officer Frank Hackett. “More
importantly, it demonstrates that industry
collaboration and cooperation is key, because
observing safety guidelines — such as asking
customers to wear vests or installing lane
barriers — should not be seen as a competitive
disadvantage by our auction members.”

PROFITING FROM RISK MANAGEMENT
Noise. Sounds of garbage can lids slamming
outside the window or traffic rushing along a
nearby highway are conjured in my head when
I think of the word. But to auction owners and
managers, discussions of risk management,
safety, and compliance can sound to them like so
much distant noise as they grapple with the dayto-day demands of running their business.
Two decades ago, I could break the sound
barrier by explaining to those busy executives
that solving their risk management issues
buzzing in the background would free them
up to focus on the pressing tasks of daily sales
and operations, or what they would call the
“important stuff.”
Now to capture their interest on those more
esoteric topics, I just cut to the chase with one
word — profitability. That has a better ring to it
because it’s true.
We use risk management tools to increase
our clients’ profits. So what seemed like a cost
center when presented as a bunch of intangible
insurance “mumbo jumbo” became an instant
asset when shown as an actual way to protect
margin and augment your auction’s bottom line.
Interestingly, at NAAA’s recent Safety
Summit in Dallas, Texas, we had a room full of
progressive auction owners and operators who
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didn’t want to just check a box to show they had
attended a conference on workplace safety. They
understood that employees who miss work
due to an injury are costly to the auction on the
front end because of their absence, and on the
back end as they drive up claims experience,
experience mods and insurance premiums.
While safety experts from KAR, Manheim
and Loss Control specialists from Gallagher
were on hand, along with outside and NAAA
legal counsel, to disseminate information on
a variety of topics, much of the “take-backto-the-auction material” was provided by the
members in attendance.
They collaborated on how to make their
auctions safer, exchanging ideas ranging from
the dangers of driving handicap-equipped
vans, safety audits, improving staffing service
contracts, and OSHA Compliance to workplace
violence, auction lane extensions, eliminating the
risk of operating unsafe vehicles and reducing
their recordable incidents and insurance claims.
A number of auction owners had what Steven
Covey, author of “The Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People” described as an “aha moment.”
The notion that the whole risk management world
was created to protect and drive profit rather than
fuel expense was a new one and it hit home.

BY MICHAEL ROHDY
ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
AREA PRESIDENT AUTO AUCTION SERVICES

So, new deal — let’s get to work on safety,
because not only is it morally the right thing
to do to send customers and employees home
safe and sound at the end of every day, but it
supports profit, as well.
Elevating the level of dedication to running
a safe operation was on everyone’s mind in
Dallas and the enthusiasm with which auctions
shared information to help each other on that
front was commendable.
The next step is to share that enthusiasm
with your fellow auction members. I’ve yet to
meet an auction owner or executive who was
shy about tackling a challenge head on. As the
compass continues to turn toward greater safety
in the industry, I’m excited about what that
means for the bottom line at each auction.
WWW.NAAA.COM

INDUSTRY NEWS

NICK PELUSO RECEIVES BOBIT INDUSTRY ICON AWARD
Nick Peluso has received
the Bobit Industry Icon
Award in recognition of his
bold vision, technological
innovation, and dynamic
leadership. The National
Auto Auction Association
(NAAA) and the International
Automotive Remarketers
Association (IARA) honored
the president of Manheim
Digital Marketplace at the 2019
Conference of Automotive
Remarketing (CAR) in Las
Vegas last March.
The organizations
jointly created the annual award in 2015
commemorating the late Ed Bobit, founder
of Bobit Business Media, to be bestowed on
members of the automotive community who
most exemplify his leadership, dedication, service,
and devotion to the ideal of excellence.
As Manheim Digital Marketplace’s top
executive, Peluso leads a team focused on
accelerating portfolio management for clients
through intelligent remarketing solutions and
advanced data analytics. He oversees the digital
portfolio of brands that include Manheim.com,
Manheim Express, Simulcast, OVE, and RMS

Automotive’s global business.
“Nick is a mover and shaker
who has helped kickstart various
businesses within the Cox
Automotive family,” said NAAA
President Chad Bailey during the
presentation ceremony. “He’s
the link in the chain that pulls all
the parts together by fostering a
strong collaborative culture, which
he believes is fundamental to
continued growth, engagement,
and expansion.”
Under Peluso’s management,
Manheim Marketplace has
achieved record growth across
its U.S. digital channels, surpassing two million
transactions for the first time to become a leader
in the market through artificial intelligence,
technology, and industry perspectives.
An industry veteran with more than three
decades of experience, Peluso spent a dozen years
in various senior executive leadership positions
with ADT Automotive Inc., including as vice
president of sales and marketing, before joining
Cox Automotive in 2000. There he soon became
senior vice president of customer management
for Manheim with responsibility for commercial
and dealer sales, marketing, and Manheim

consulting prior to being named the president of
Cox’s RMS Automotive in 2014.
His professional achievements and
contributions to the industry have earned him a
reputation as a thought leader who is requested
regularly to speak at such key events as the
National Remarketing Conference, the National
Automobile Dealers Association convention, and
CAR, as well as at IARA and NAAA meetings.
Living in Las Vegas with his wife Jessie,
Peluso gives back to his community by
participating in the Kyle Petty Charity Ride Across
America to raise funds and awareness for
Victory Junction and other charities supporting
chronically ill children. He also participates in the
Annual Las Vegas Governor’s Black-Tie Event
that raises funds to support various nonprofit
organizations aiding local children and families
in need. In his free time, Peluso enjoys cycling,
golf, and his new role as a grandparent.
Peluso is only the sixth person to be given the
prestigious award. Previous recipients include
KAR Auction Services CEO and Chairman of
the Board Jim Hallett, industry mogul Mike
Hockett, Sr., ADESA Executive Vice President
and Chief Economist Tom Kontos, Manheim
Chief Economist Tom Webb, and Bobit’s son
Ty, president and CEO of the media giant
founded by his father in 1961.

ARBITRATION CORNER

FINDING YOUR CONDITION REPORT
‘BLISS POINT’
How many times have you been faced with
an issue about a repair methodology, the
subsequent grade that was established by the
condition report (CR) inspector and argued by
either the consignor or buyer?
If you’ve ever been in that situation, you
probably heard from buyers that the grade is
higher versus how the vehicle looks physically,
and from consignors that the vehicle is graded
lower than it should be.
Not an easy subject, I know.
Vehicle estimatics is part science and part art.
There are some areas around the CR or estimate
that are objective (science) and subjective (art).
The “bliss point” is incredibly difficult to achieve
with competing perspectives amongst the
selling and buying clients.
I was recently challenged about the quality
level of a CR and what they thought it should be
versus what it was. I conveyed that the “bornwith” information (commonly referred to as
the “header”) is pretty much the science side
of the condition report. That is objective data.
Objective data is defined as fact.
Other objective data in the CR are the damage
types, which can be issues like dents, scratches,
kinked structural components and chips.
WWW.NAAA.COM

Where the “art” applies is the repair or
replacement methodology. Solutions vary
from non-invasive paint-less dent repair
(PDR) or small “spot” type refinishing
versus traditional body repair/refinishing
methods. The inspector typically uses his
or her own knowledge, skills and abilities to
best determine the recommended course of
action for the defect.
The quick question and answer for
achieving the “CR bliss point” is easy.
It’s all about how you “Detect, Describe
& Prescribe.”
Did the inspector detect the damage?
Did the inspector adequately describe the
damage? Lastly, did the inspector prescribe
a cost-effective repair/replacement
methodology?
If yes, then the bliss point is achieved.
If no, break it down where the root cause
exists and fix. That’s how quality gaps are
easily zapped!
In terms of the challenge, the issue was
clearly detected. Both the severity and repair
methodology was conveyed to would-be
buyers along with the seller effectively
where one could say it set the appropriate

BY MATT ARIAS
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
OF AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION

expectation to the 99 percent of industry
professionals who review them. Just a
simple difference of opinion of the repair
methodology is all. Also known as the art!
A few years back, the National Auto
Auction Association Standards Committee
published the “Generic CR Position
Statement” in hopes to move the “perspective
needle” closer to the center of opinion by
conveying what the CR “is” rather than what
“it is not.” Based on feedback it has helped
reality-test issues and resolve disputes.
You can find the CR document posted
on NAAA’s website, (naaa.com) under the
Policy section. The detection methods,
descriptions and the prescriptions are taught
in my Auction Standards Training classes, a
schedule of which can be found by clicking
the link on NAAA’s homepage.
Questions? Send us a note! This is our
association. Let’s sync not sink!
MAY 2019 | NAAA ON THE BLOCK |
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

INDUSTRY ALLIES
HOLD STRATEGY
SESSION
The chief executive officers of three major
national auto trade associations recently met
to strategize on how they can continue to
work together on issues of mutual interest that
impact their memberships and the industry.
Ongoing efforts to address the shortage
of service technicians facing the entire
automotive industry were discussed by
National Auto Auction Association CEO Frank
Hackett, National Independent Automobile
Dealers Association CEO Steve Jordan, and
National Automobile Dealers Association CEO
Peter Welch during the meeting.
In April, NAAA unveiled a website,
AutoAuctionJobs.com, as a resource for job
seekers to submit their resumes and find
contact information for potential auction
employers. The association allocated
$75,000 to contract CARS Recon, Inc., as a
third-party provider of full-time recruitment

services to match qualified applicants with
member auctions that need to fill their
technician positions.
Also NAAA was the first trade association
to support NADA’s nationwide outreach and
educational project with a $50,000 gift to
the NADA Foundation’s Workforce Initiative
launched earlier this year to promote careers
in the auto service and repair field. Now
Porsche, Toyota and PACCAR have joined to
help sponsor the program, which includes a
brand-neutral website, videos, digital media,
marketing materials, exhibits at institutional
conferences and military separation offices,
and career fairs around the country.
Other areas of the strategic partnership
involve advocacy campaigns with politicians
and policymakers in Washington, D.C.
to promote and protect the interests
of the associations’ members and the
industry. The organizations also share data
and information as well as collaborate in
exchanging best practices.
“Since forming a working relationship with
NADA and NIADA eight years ago, we’ve seen
the definite benefit of having a cooperative
presence,” says NAAA’s Hackett. “It’s obvious
that the teamwork gives us a united, strong

National auto trade association chief executive officers
share best practices at the National Automobile Dealers
Association headquarters in Northern Virginia.
(L to R) National Auto Auction Association CEO Frank Hackett; National
Independent Automobile Dealers Association CEO Steve Jordan, and
National Automobile Dealers Association CEO Peter Welch.

voice that gets us even more attention and
respect, whether in the automotive community
or on Capitol Hill.”
Hackett adds that establishing and building
strong professional relationships reflects one
of NAAA’ core values. “The best time to make
friends is before you need one, and to have
friends you need to be one.”

RECOGNITION FOR YOUR
AUCTION’S COMMUNITY
SERVICE COULD BE JUST
THESE THREE EASY
STEPS AWAY

Your auction team has really outdone
themselves this year giving back to the
community and you’re proud of all they’ve
done to make a difference in people’s lives.
So you want to let them know you appreciate
their volunteer efforts and public spirit by
claiming the coveted title of the National Auto
Auction Association’s 2019 “Auto Auction of the
Year for Excellence in Community Service.”
But you’re just not sure how to enter the
competition for this distinguished honor
and the grand prize of a total $25,000 for the
charitable organization of your choice.
Well, nominations are now open and
completing the application package is as easy
as one, two, three!
First go to www.naaa.com for information
on eligibility, the submission process and to
download the official Nomination Cover Form
that must accompany your application package.
Next, you’ll need to compose a Community
Service Statement, which summarizes
in a maximum of two pages the services
rendered by your auction. Several statements
by previous winning auctions are posted on
NAAA’s website to serve as examples.
Lastly, you must gather documentation of
the community service performed. These
supporting materials may include testimonials,
certificates of appreciation, thank you letters,
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articles from publications, etc. (All items
become the property of NAAA for its records
and will not be returned so photocopies are
recommended.)
Now you’re ready to submit your finished
application package to NAAA via mail, courier
or email by Monday, July 8. Nominations must
be received by the deadline for consideration.
And that’s it — you’ve nominated your
auction for the 4th Annual Auto Auction of
the Year Award for Excellence in Community
Service. Now the rest is up to regional and
national panels of impartial judges from outside

the automotive industry. Four finalists from
NAAA’s chapters will be announced during
National Auto Auction Week in August, and the
recipient of the top honor will be revealed at the
annual convention in Indianapolis on Oct. 3.
So take those three easy steps today and
you may find your auction on the cover of both
NAAA’s On The Block magazine and 2020
Membership Directory, in addition to having
a crystal loving cup to proudly display along
with a total of $25,000 to donate to your chosen
charity — and the prestigious title of NAAA’s
“Auto Auction of the Year” for 2019!
WWW.NAAA.COM

TECH SUPPORT

THE RX FOR A COMPUTER VIRUS
Computer slower than
usual? Applications don’t act
normally? Web browser’s
automatically opening
strange web pages when you
open it? Worst of all, are you
getting a message on your
computer screen telling you
to pay a Bit Coin ransom
or lose your data? You’ve
probably caught a virus.
First, don’t panic!!! It may well be something
simple and easy to fix.
Most of the issues I run across with my
clients are basic things like a web link that’s
changed your default home page for the
browser or has enabled a feature that forces a
second web page to open every time you use
your browser. Simply resetting your browser
will usually eliminate this problem. In these
cases, Google is your friend. A search on how to
reset your specific browser will tell you how to
easily fix this problem.
Another favorite target is Java or Adobe Flash. In
both cases the fix is usually just resetting the plugin or extension in your browser. (Again, just ask
friendly Mr. Google for help.)
These types of attacks are typically “Phishing”
expeditions — they prompt you to click on a link
to get a free credit report or solve a problem with
your bank. They’re trying to get you to swallow a
hook so they can reel in your personal data, Social
Security Number, account information, etc.
But let’s talk about the next level of
complexity and seriousness; Command
and Control (C&C) viruses. These viruses
install a program in the background that
communicates with a server outside your
network. This type of virus is what is used to
perform many different kinds of bad things.
Of C&C infections, the least worrisome (for
you) is one that uses your system to launch what
is called a “Denial of Service” (DoS) attack against
a third party. These viruses will infect literally
millions of computers around the world and direct
them to send traffic against specific websites or
networks. You may have experienced difficulty
connecting to your bank or credit card company
via the web for extended periods recently. They
were being attacked by a DoS assault utilizing
the C&C infected PCs around the world.
If you’re system is being used for a DoS
attack you may just notice some performance
issues, or you may be notified by your Internet
provider that your address is being “Black
Listed.” The impact on your business is usually
more of a hassle than anything else but can be
massive outside of your business.
C&C viruses are also used to capture key
strokes and forward them to another server; this
is trickier as some businesses actually use these
as a security measure to help lock down their
employees’ use of their systems for approved use
only. More typically though it’s another way to
capture business or personal information.
One of the most insidious ways that C&C
viruses are used is ransomware. In a ransomware
WWW.NAAA.COM

attack, the virus installs itself on your computer,
then starts encrypting your hard drive, and
simultaneously sends traffic to an external
server to set up a communications path so it
can take over and encrypt your servers and
other computers on the network. If you don’t
have secure non-network attached backups,
you will be faced with either paying the ransom
and “hopefully” getting the key to decrypt your
data and systems, or losing everything that’s on
the infected system(s).
Now that I’ve scared you, how do you protect
yourself or recover from these kinds of attacks?
The best defense is a good offense. Make sure
you have high-quality commercial anti-virus
software in place on all your computers and
servers (you’ll need professional help with
the servers). Buy and keep current a top-line
commercial firewall (also called UTMs).
A few top vendors for these firewalls are
Barracuda, Cisco, Fortinet, Sonicwall and
Sophos. You will need a professional to
configure and install these for you. The firewall
won’t necessarily keep the original C&C virus
from getting installed on a local PC, but it will
keep it from “phoning home.” This will limit
the spread of the virus in your organization
and give you time to remove the infected
computer from your network.
Okay Jeff, that’s great, but how do I get rid of a
virus if my defense was inadequate?

BY JEFF ROLLINS
PRESIDENT, ROLLINS DATA SYSTEMS

The good news is there are dozens of
different tools available to remove infections.
The even better news is some are even free!
PC Magazine does frequent roundups and
reviews of these types of tools. In the most
recent review, some highly rated vendors are
Bitdefender, Malwarebytes, McAfee, Symantec,
and Webroot. (Malwarebytes is a product I’ve
used myself; it’s free and powerful, but as with
most of these products, you need to know what
you’re doing.)
So remember, proactive protection is
cheaper and easier in the long run, but, if you
do get infected, there are tools out there to
address almost all of these problems.
Jeff Rollins, founder and principal of Rollins Data
Systems, has more than 40 years experience in domestic
and international IT systems design, implementation
and support. Located in the Washington, D.C. Metro area,
RDS provides consulting and implementation services
for all facets of IT, from assessment of current staff,
networks or systems, to guidance in system design,
implementation and development.
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FOUNDATION CENTER

DAVID VIGNES AND KENNY JONES HONORED
AS WARREN YOUNG FELLOWS
The National Auto Auction
Association has named KAR
Auction Services President
of Remarketing Services
David Vignes and Cox
Automotive Safety
and Environmental
Senior Director
Kenny Jones as
Warren Young Fellows.
The honor recognizing
their instrumental roles in
developing and promoting safety
initiatives for the auto auction industry was
presented during the association’s Safety
Summit in Dallas, Texas, last February.
NAAA bestowed the award with a $2,500
donation each in their names to NAAA’s
nonprofit Warren Young, Sr., Scholastic
Foundation. A Fellow is a donor at that level,
or in whose honor or memory a contribution
is made in that amount, to support the
scholarship organization.
The corporate auto auction executives join
an exclusive group of 111 others who have
attained the lifetime distinction of being
named a Fellow. They received a gold medal,
a framed commemorative certificate and will
have their names engraved on a plaque of
esteemed Fellows at NAAA headquarters.
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Established in 2004, the foundation has
raised more than $2.3 million to help
deserving students pursue dreams of higher
education by awarding $52,000 in merit
scholarships annually for full-time study
at accredited institutions. It was named in
honor of Warren Young, Sr., a pioneer of the
auto auction industry who retired after 35
years of service to his profession and NAAA.
“Tasked with developing a world-class
safety program for its ADESA auctions
in 2012, David Vignes conceived the Safe
T. Sam training program,” said NAAA
President Chad Bailey. “The course of short
instructional videos has become the industry
standard and, thanks to KAR generously
making it available free to all our members,
more than 75,000 people have been certified
or recertified in auction safety.”
The program’s now familiar mascot, Safe
T. Sam, is the brainchild of Vignes, inspired
by his 16 years as an executive with the
Walt Disney Corporation prior to joining
ADESA in 2007. As the cartoon image
began branding the program’s materials,
Vignes felt a bigger impact could be made
if the logo came alive, making personal
appearances at auctions as part of the
campaign. So dressed as the character,
he began touring the auctions; when his

visits went viral, grabbing attention on
social media promoting the message of safer
auctions, Vignes had a mascot costume made
and Safe T. Sam was born.
“Kenny Jones has devoted 26 years to
safety, the last 19 years in the wholesale
remarketing industry focused on building
a culture of safety at Manheim,” Bailey
said. “His many initiatives include a driver
training program that led to NAAA’s initial
educational video offering, ‘Cycle of Safety,’
as well as safety leadership instruction and
safety process evaluations.”
In 2018, Jones oversaw a campaign that
successfully resulted in all Manheim auto
auctions becoming 100 percent safety
certified.
“And their dedication to making auctions a
safer place to work and do business doesn’t
stop with these successful initiatives,” noted
Bailey. “These two gentlemen have written
numerous safety articles for NAAA’s ‘On The
Block’ magazine; they never hesitate to join
in conference calls in our ongoing efforts
to develop or improve our safety programs;
and, they’re always willing to give of their
time participating in our safety seminars and
summits. Those are just a few reasons why
we’re proud to recognize their contributions by
naming them Warren Young Fellows.”

WWW.NAAA.COM
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Memory Plaza Indianapolis

NAAA’S CONVENTION GOES ‘INDIE’
AGAIN IN INDIANAPOLIS
THE OCTOBER MEETING FEATURES SPORTS LEGEND DEION SANDERS
AS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Back by popular demand, the National Auto
Auction Association returns to the tradition
of holding its own yearly meeting with the
organization’s 71st Annual Convention, Oct.
1-3, 2019, in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Hosted at the award-winning, luxury JW
Marriott Hotel, the event will feature Pro
Football Hall of Famer and NFL network
commentator Deion Sanders as the keynote
speaker, 30 exhibit booths, a special
consigners schedule, and Chad’s Diner,
which will be serving burgers and shakes
1950s style next to the exhibit hall.
As in the past, there will also be numerous
networking opportunities, informative panel
discussions, and outstanding educational
content, all explicitly designed for those in
the wholesale used vehicle industry.
“Our members spoke and we listened,”
says NAAA President Chad Bailey. “The
consensus was that having our own
convention gives us greater freedom,
WWW.NAAA.COM

flexibility and focus to perform the business
of the association and meet the specific
needs of our membership. So our executive
committee voted to end the affiliation we’ve
had since 2016 with the Cherokee Media
Group’s National Remarketing Conference
held during its Used Car Week.”
He explains that resuming an
autonomous meeting allows NAAA to
concentrate on its priorities, presenting
program content emphasizing value,
relevancy and substance for anyone in the
auto auction business and targeted on the
work NAAA conducts all year long in such
areas as standards, safety, advocacy and the
future of wholesale auto auctions.
“Plus with this change back to
hosting our convention independent
of other organizations, we can be more
accommodating to scheduling dates, times
and on-site meeting space as well as have
the ability to meet at a variety of venues

more centrally located for the convenience
of all NAAA members,” Bailey notes.
In addition to returning to its solo roots,
NAAA’s 2019 convention revisits the site of
a successful meeting in 2013.
Located 13 miles from the Indianapolis
International Airport, the JW Marriott hotel
conveniently sits in the heart of downtown,
just steps from the beautiful White River
State Park and the Indianapolis Zoo, with
the NCAA Hall of Champions, Indianapolis
Motor Speedway, museums, theaters,
shopping, fine dining and many other
attractions only minutes away.
“We’re excited to be back in Indianapolis,”
says Bailey. “With an automotive heritage
and motor sports fame more than a
century old, the city provides the perfect
backdrop for our seventy-first gathering
of industry leaders, remarketing experts,
dealers, consignors and vendors. I hope to
see you there!”
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AUCTION NEWS

ADESA ANNOUNCES
NEW VP-WEST REGION
AND SIX GM CHANGES
Several leadership changes have taken
place at ADESA, a business unit of global
vehicle remarketing and technology
solutions provider KAR Auction Services,
Inc., including the appointment of
Lawrence Cubitt as regional vice
president of the ADESA West region.
Cubitt brings
decades of auction
leadership and
deep customer
relationship
experience to the
role, having begun
his remarketing
career more than
20 years ago
as remarketing
manager for a rental
car company in Detroit, Michigan. For
the past 14 years, Cubitt has served as
general manager at ADESA Flint, where
he grew the customer base and integrated
services, technology and innovation that
streamlined the auction process and
enhanced customer experience.
Additional auction leadership
changes include:

 Hinchman has been
Jay
named general manager
of ADESA Las Vegas,
stepping down from his
role as regional vice
president of the ADESA
West region to spend
more time with his family.
He joined ADESA
in 2008 and served
as general manager at
ADESA New Jersey before
assuming the general
manager role at ADESA
Las Vegas in 2014.
E
 d Burton is the new
general manager of ADESA
Birmingham. He joined
ADESA in 2013 as general
sales manager at ADESA
Washington D.C. and has
been influential in
integrating TradeRev as the
digital auctionleader in the
market. Burton brings 25
years of automotive
industry experience to his
new role.
Chris Beyer steps up to general manager of
ADESA Little Rock where he began his career
at ADESA in January 2018 as assistant general
manager. With 18 years of automotive industry
experience, Beyer replaces Angela Sims, who
retired at the end of 2018.

Todd Hoagey brings 23
years of auto remarketing
experience to his new
role as general manager
of ADESA Orlando. He
most recently served as
Chief Executive Officer of
Auction Direct USA Used
Vehicle Superstore,
a company Hoagey cofounded in 2005.
Mike DeForest has been
named general manager
of ADESA Tulsa.
Previously general
manager of ADESA
Mercer, he brings 20
years of management
experience to the role.
Chris Angelicchio,
general manager of
ADESA Pittsburgh, has
assumed responsibility
for ADESA Mercer and is
now the general manager
for ADESA Pittsburgh/
Mercer markets.

AKRON AUTO AUCTION CELEBRATES ITS CUSTOMERS WITH SPECIAL ANNUAL SALE
As soon as the ice scrapers are confidently
put away for the year and spring has officially
arrived in Akron, Ohio, it can only mean one
thing: Akron Auto Auction’s annual evening
sale celebration is around the corner.
Every spring, Akron Auto Auction invites
its dealers back into their bays to take part in
a special “toy” sale that consists of collector
cars, motorcycles, boats, and more. The event
takes place on a Thursday night, opposed to

the auction’s traditional Tuesday morning sale.
This year, Akron is anticipating upwards of
100 items to cross the block.
“We look forward to this sale every
year,” says Kalee Robinson, the auction’s
registration manager. “Each one is unique in
some way, but it’s always a lot of fun for our
dealers, employees, and auctioneers to all
get together.”
New for this year is a Casino Night, where

following the sale dealers and employees
are invited to enjoy an evening featuring
premier prizes, charity fundraising items,
and lots of great food courtesy of the area’s
best food trucks.
“This sale isn’t just about having some great
cars and toys on display,” notes Robinson.
“It’s more about giving our customers a fun
event to attend every spring and to show our
appreciation for them.”

MANHEIM DETROIT HOSTS LARGEST TRUCK SALE WITH CANADIAN SUPER SELLERS
On March 7, there was something for every
dealer to “pick up” at Manheim Detroit,
where one of the largest one-day truck sales
was held. Canadian Super Sellers, Canada’s
biggest exporter of trucks, offered 1,108 4x4s,
selling almost 800 to buyers stocking up to
meet a growing retail demand.
“This is the second time Canadian
Super Sellers hosted this successful sale
for dealers at our location,” says Mandy
Savage, Manheim Detroit general manager.
“The sale attracted 74 new buyers and 170plus participants via Simulcast in all four
dedicated truck lanes.”
The bulk of the truck inventory, sourced
from Ford, Chevrolet and Dodge, consisted
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of 2016 models or newer with less than
50,00 miles. In addition, all trucks featured
condition reports and images.
“I partner with the Manheim Detroit team to
run this specialty sale because over the years,
they’ve helped me grow my buyer base,” says
Michael Hymus of Canadian Super Sellers.
“With Manheim’s expertise, and the largest
selection of pre-owned, full-size 4x4 trucks in
the world, we’re happy to offer buyers just what
they’re looking for to meet consumer demand
and maximize their profits.”
Manheim Detroit offered $50,000 in
giveaways, including the chance for buyers
— in-lane and digitally — to win one of two
jet skis.

The Canadian Super Sellers offered 1,108 4x4 trucks in a single
sale at Manheim Detroit.

WWW.NAAA.COM
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GRAND RAPIDS AUTO AUCTION RECEIVES TWO SMARTAUCTION AWARDS
Grand Rapids Auto Auction, a member of
the XLerate Group, has been recognized by
SmartAuction for its outstanding performance
on the digital platform with awards for “Top
Selling Independent Auction for 2018” and
“Soaring Eagle Award” for selling over 1,000
cars using the internet auction.
“The growth of our multi-platform sales at
Grand Rapids Auto Auction is the result of our

hard-working digital team led by Silvano Licari
and Regional Sales Director Candice Peterson
along with our award-winning staff,” says
Mark Capel, general manager of the Jenison,
Michigan, auction.
XLerate Chief Executive Officer Cam
Hitchcock notes, “Our Grand Rapids Auto
Auction continues to grow its brand through
the digital platform, and it shows in receiving

these two awards from SmartAuction for 2018.
Moreover, other XLerate Group auctions are
gunning for that honor as well, with five of our
auctions landing in the top 10 volume sold on
SmartAuction last year.”
XLerate Group now operates under twelve
auction brands with sales in California, Florida,
Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin.

VIRTUALANE SALE EXPERIENCE AVAILABLE AT 20 ADESA AUCTIONS
ADESA has launched VirtuaLane auctions
— a live in-lane auction experience
utilizing technology to create a safe, virtual
marketplace for ADESA customers — at 20 of
its physical auction locations.
Dealer customers attending a VirtuaLane
sale participate in the same bidding process
as in a traditional in-lane auction. However,
instead of cars physically driving through
the lanes, big-screen monitors showcase
the vehicle and its features during bidding.
Before the bidding begins, customers can
view the vehicle in person while it’s parked
at the ADESA auction location. Just as with
traditional ADESA auctions, customers
have access to detailed condition reports,
photos, valuation tools and transportation for
purchased vehicles.
“At ADESA, we continue to invest in
creating a more seamless, efficient inlane customer experience with safety as

a priority,” says ADESA President John
Hammer. “By partnering with major
automotive brands such as American Honda
Finance Corporation and others, we’ve
successfully done that with VirtuaLane.”
Eastern Region Executive Vice President
Mike Caggiano, worked closely with
customers to create and lead a smooth
transition to VirtuaLane.
“We wanted to ensure customers are
getting the full physical auction experience
while substantially reducing the risk of
potential accidents associated with cars
driving through the auction lanes,” Caggiano
explains. “As the company that created the
most widely used auction industry safety
standards training program, Safe T. Sam, our
customers were eager to partner with us and
expand in a relatively short time. And we
have plans to add even more locations in the
coming months.”

VirtuaLane is now available at ADESA
Atlanta, ADESA Boston, ADESA Brasher’s,
ADESA Charlotte, ADESA Cincinnati/Dayton,
ADESA Concord, ADESA Dallas, ADESA
Golden Gate, ADESA Kansas City, ADESA Las
Vegas, ADESA Minneapolis, ADESA Montreal,
ADESA Nashville, ADESA New Jersey, ADESA
Northwest, ADESA Orlando, ADESA Sarasota,
ADESA Syracuse, ADESA Vancouver, and
ADESA Washington D.C.

MADVIG NAMED NEW LEADER OF ADESA PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Kurt Madvig has been named vice president
of product development for ADESA. Bringing
30 years of automotive remarketing industry
experience to his new role, he will lead a team
focused on the development, launch and
delivery of products, services and solutions
that streamline and enhance the ADESA
customer experience.
Madvig joined the KAR Auction Services,
Inc., the parent company of ADESA, as an
auction general manager in 2001 to establish
and develop ADESA Long Island. Soon after

its launch he was transferred to ADESA
San Diego, where he achieved double-digit
revenue growth. Madvig continued to grow
his career at ADESA, most recently serving as
vice president of auction operations, where
he played an integral part in the opening of
ADESA’s state-of-the-art Chicago location.
An active member of the National Auto
Auction Association (NAAA), he currently
serves as co-chairperson of the NAAA
Standards Committee.
Joining the ADESA product development

ADESA EXPANDS NATIONAL SALES TEAM
Patrick Ming has joined ADESA’s national sales team as
executive sales director, and Vince McNeal has rejoined the team
as senior director of customer solutions. A business unit of KAR
Auction Services, Inc., ADESA is a leading provider of vehicle
auction and remarketing services with 75 vehicle auctions
throughout North America.
Ming joined the KAR organization through the acquisition of
OPENLANE in 2011 and brings more than 20 years of experience
in the automotive industry. Most recently, Ming served as director
of online programs at ADESA, where he oversaw development of
customer-tailored upstream auction platforms for several large private-label portfolios
supported by OPENLANE.
WWW.NAAA.COM

team under Madvig’s leadership are Eddie
Ammar, Jason Murdock and Colleen
McCormick-Shankle.
Ammar, senior director of protection
products, will oversee ADESA Assurance and
the development of additional protection
products. As director of inspection services,
Murdock is responsible for ensuring
thorough inspections as well as creating new
inspection offerings. Senior project manager
McCormick-Shankle will oversee new
product launches and implementations.

McNeal began his ADESA
career in 2005 at the company’s
ADESA Lexington auction
location, serving as a dealer
sales representative before
promotions to fleet lease
manager and assistant
general manager. He next
served as executive sales
director at ADESA for five years. McNeal
was most recently executive director of
commercial sales for TradeRev, another
business unit of KAR.
MAY 2019 | NAAA ON THE BLOCK |
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AUCTION COMMUNITY

ADESA PHOENIX RAISES $23,500 FOR DIABETES RESEARCH
A highlight of Legendary Sales Week at ADESA Phoenix
is the annual charity auction, held in partnership with
the Ford Global Action, that raises money for JDRF, a
nonprofit organization focused on funding research to
find a cure for Type 1 diabetes.
Featured on the block at this year’s event was a 2018
Ford 2WD SuperCrew truck with just 20,000 miles on
the odometer. Mike Sullivan of Lithia Motors made the
winning bid of $23,500. All proceeds from the sale went
to JDRF’s local Arizona chapter.
The chapter sent 4-year-old Grant Leonard, who has
Type 1 diabetes, as its youth ambassador to the sale. He
spoke to the crowd from the auction block before the sale
and got to bang the gavel when the bidding was done.

(L to R): Gael Sandoval, Ford Global Action
Team; John Hammer, President, ADESA;
Tom Caruso, Executive Vice President and
Chief Client Officer, ADESA; Starla May,
Assistant General Manager, ADESA Phoenix;
winning bidder Mike Sullivan, Lithia Auto
Stores; Rod Davis, General Manager, ADESA
Phoenix; Grant Leonard, Youth Ambassador,
Arizona Chapter, JDRF; Patrick Ming,
Executive Sales Director, ADESA

AMERICAN RED CROSS BENEFITS FROM MANHEIM SEATTLE CHARITY BLOWOUT
Manheim Seattle celebrated Remarketing by Element’s “Race to Give” promotion
by holding a charity auction at their facility that raised more than $32,000 for the
American Red Cross.
On the block were more than 115 silent auction items and 13 live auction items
donated by employees, vendors and consignors, plus there was a 50/50 raffle and funda-need. In addition, the auction hosted a car show as part of the evening’s festivities,
which featured Neema’s food truck dishing out BBQ and other delicious delights
washed down with adult beverages donated by the Four Horsemen, a local brewery
owned by the son of a Manheim Seattle employee.
Volunteers from the auction staff ran the entire event, which was attended by
coworkers, family, friends, dealers, commercial consignors and car show participants.
“Our team members have a history of supporting great causes that improve the
lives of those in our community, and it was heartening to see how they pulled out all
the stops for this year’s charity auction,” says Manheim Seattle General Manager Greg
Milam. “The Red Cross provides critical services to local families in their time of need,
and we are proud to contribute to their efforts.”
Nationwide, the American Red Cross responds to an average of nearly 64,000
disasters — that’s one every eight minutes — every year, including mudslides,
wildfires, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, house fires and more. The
organization provides food and water, shelter, emotional support and other essential
assistance to disaster victims.

FLORIDA COMMUNITY ENJOYS BARRELS OF SAVINGS, THANKS TO MANHEIM ORLANDO
Cox Automotive’s Manheim Orlando auction
in Ocoee, Florida, has partnered with River
Network and St. Johns Riverkeeper to help
residents of the greater Orlando area conserve
water at home by the barrel full.
Over several months, the auction’s detail
shop collected nearly 70 large plastic drums
that previously contained soaps and dressings
used in cleaning the thousands of vehicles sold
at Manheim Orlando. Normally these empty
drums would be recycled or maybe sent to the
landfill, but instead they were put to good reuse as rain barrels.
During a volunteer project on February 8,
auction employees washed out the barrels
and employed hardware kits to equip them
for collecting the rain that runs off from
home roofs. The barrels were then donated to
members of the community.
A single rain barrel can provide most
homeowners with 1,300 gallons of rainwater
per year —”free water” for use on lawns,
gardens, or indoor plants. By using water
from rain barrels instead of drinking water,
residents save money on their water bill and
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reduce their water footprint,
requiring less freshwater to be
pumped out of the ground and
treated. Nearly all the St. Johns
River watershed is a water
conservation priority area,
making the use of tools such as
rain barrels especially crucial.
By giving back to the
local community while also
helping Cox Automotive
reach its sustainability
goals of becoming a Water
Neutral company by 2044
and achieving Zero Waste to
Landfill by 2024, the rain barrel
project was a triple win
for Manheim Orlando.
“As a Cox company, we are committed to
doing as much as possible to help our local
communities and the environment,” says
Stephanie Valdez-Streaty, senior director
of Corporate Social Responsibility at Cox
Automotive. “The team at Manheim Orlando
rallied around this impactful opportunity, and

we’re thrilled with what they achieved!”
She notes that Manheim Orlando is a
model for sustainability, diverting more than
half of the waste it generates and recently
converting to LED lighting in order to
prevent nearly 1,000 metric tons of carbon
dioxide emissions per year.
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